Optimal Design of Air Quality Monitoring Network for Pollution Detection and Source Identification in Industrial Parks
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Abstract: Dense air quality monitoring network (AQMNN) is one of main ways to surveil industrial air pollution. This paper is concerned with the design of a dense AQMN for H2S for a chemical industrial park in Shanghai, China. An indicator (Surveillance Efficiency, SE) for the long-term performance of AQMN was constructed by averaging pollution detection efficiency (rd) and source identification efficiency (rb). A ranking method was developed by combing Gaussian puff model and Source area analysis for improving calculation efficiency. Candidate combinations with highest score were given priority in the selection of next site. Two existing monitors were suggested to relocate to the west and southwest of this park. SE of optimized AQMN increased quickly with monitor number, and then the growth trend started to flatten when the number reached about 60. The highest SE occurred when the number reached 110. Optimal schemes of AQMNs were suggested which can achieve about 98% of the highest SE, while using only about 60 monitors. Finally, the reason why the highest SE is less than 1 and the variation characteristics of rd and rb were discussed. Overall, the proposed method is an effective tool for designing AQMN with optimal SE in industrial parks.
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1. Introduction

Dense air quality monitoring stations have been considered one of the main ways to surveil air pollution in industrial parks. Compared with mobile equipment, a dense fixed network can ensure daily surveillance coverage. Thus, designing a proper dense air quality monitoring network (AQMNN) with optimal surveillance performance is crucial for the management and control of air pollution in industrial parks.

Optimal design of AQMN has been widely investigated in the literature [1–11]. It can be considered as an optimization problem searching for the best combination of the location and number of candidate monitors. The AQMN arrangement is determined by different design criteria such as environmental, social, and economic objectives and the monitoring costs [4,12,13]. Many heuristic algorithms have been applied to solve the optimization problem for AQMN design at different scales [6,8,11,14,15]. For example, Henriquez et al. in [15] employed a variational approach to compare the results of an optimal arrangement with the current AQMN for Santiago, Chile. Benis et al. in [8] designed a sensitive AQMN based on Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) and Genetic Algorithm (GA) respectively
for an industrial district. Considering the capability of quick diagnosis of pollution episodes, the sensitivity of potential locations to sources was considered as a design objective as well as the coverage area and violation over ambient standards. Hao and Xie in [11] performed an optimal redistribution of an urban AQMN for SO\textsubscript{2} and NO\textsubscript{2} in Shijiazhuang city using the WRF-CALPUFF model and non-dominated sorting GA. The maximization of coverage with minimum overlap and the ability to detect violations of standards were considered as the design objectives. Gupta et al. in [16] developed a systematical method by combing Land use regression (LUR) and Spatial annealing simulating (SSA) to place AQMN for decreasing the spatial mean predictor error in highly-populated spaces. However, few have focused on the source reconstruction performance of AQMN in optimal design. Recently, many studies in the literature have explored how to reconstruct source characteristics based on the measurements from a dense AQMN and have analyzed the influence of the AQMN distribution on the back-calculation [17–20], while only single emission episodes were considered as the concerned objectives in these studies.

In our previous study, the long-term performances of a boundary-type AQMN planning program for pollution detection and source identification for H\textsubscript{2}S in a chemical industrial park were evaluated [21] respectively. There were two existing stations in the industrial park concerned, which were located at the west-southwest and south-southwest of this park. In the evaluation, only single source located in the center of this park was considered as the real source and ten remaining suspected source were considered as fake sources, considering that they may disturb the reconstruction of the real source in this park. Added monitors were prioritized to be placed at the downwind orientations with higher meteorological frequency. The annual efficiency of pollution detection could reach 100% when sixteen monitors were placed downwind corresponding to sixteen wind directions, while the results of annual source identification efficiency showed that two fake sources on average among ten sources may disturb the identification of the real source. Thus, it was suggested to deploy more monitors inside the industrial park to further improve the source identification efficiency.

Optimization of a dense AQMN was further investigated for the above chemical industrial park in this article. The AQMN, distributed densely, aims to improve the source identification performance for this park. The long-term surveillance (i.e., pollution detection and source identification) performance of the AQMN for air pollution episodes in industrial parks was considered as a composite design indicator for the comparison among different candidate schemes. The disturbance characteristics vary with the meteorological conditions, meanwhile the surveillance performances for different real sources in this park are different and needs to be considered comprehensively for obtaining an optimal scheme. Thus, optimization of the surveillance efficiency (SE) under long-term meteorological conditions and the existence of multiple sources were considered in the dense AQMN design. Meanwhile, the candidate locations of monitors were selected from the non-productive area of the industrial park instead of only the above boundary-type planning program. It is difficult to carry out direct sampling calculations for such a large number of candidate points. A ranking strategy for candidate combinations of monitors based on their SE performance was designed for excluding invalid points to improve calculation efficiency. Candidate combinations with higher scores were given priority in the selection of the next added sites.

The dispersion model and back-calculation method used in our previous study were also employed here for the evaluation of the SE for AQMN optimization. Ambient concentration data were replaced by simulated concentrations generated by the dispersion model. Different types of dispersion models such as Gaussian plume model, Gaussian puff model, Lagrangian stochastic model, and computational fluid dynamics [20,22–31] can be used for simulating dispersion in pollution detection and source reconstruction. The Gaussian puff model was employed here instead of a refined method to reproduce the spatial and temporal variations of H\textsubscript{2}S concentrations for the studied industrial park because emission sources arranged densely and accurate environmental conditions are always difficult to obtain for a refined simulation using a model. Meanwhile, sufficient information on source terms is difficult to capture in real episodes, especially for some unexpected, short-term, and intermittent
emissions. Such information will further increase the error of the refined simulation. Single pollution episode would be captured once there was one monitor covered by the simulated envelope.

The collection of potential source locations for source identification was obtained based on the result back-calculated by the source area analysis method (described in [32]). Source area analysis method is an insightful way to reconstruct source terms with limited or sufficiently many monitors. Number of suspected sources covered by the back-calculated source area was further counted for the following statistics relating to the source identification efficiency.

The framework of this article is organized as follows. In Section 2, after a brief description of the data configuration, the SE indicator, Gaussian puff model (for the simulation of the concentration variations), and source area analysis (for the reconstruction of source terms) are presented. In Section 3, two existing monitors are evaluated and redistributed, then the design schemes for three scenarios are provided and analyzed. In Section 4, the conclusions and suggestions are given.

2. Methods

2.1. Data Configuration

A chemical industrial park in Shanghai, China was concerned. H2S was considered as the intended pollutant for surveillance. It is a common odor pollutant in industrial parks, especially in chemical parks. Abnormal emission episodes caused by such an odor pollutant are irregular and with high uncertainty. This industrial park covers an area of approximately 19 km². There were eleven sources of H2S in this park, as shown in Figure 1. The two existing monitoring sites (M1 and M2) in Figure 1 were located to the west-southwest and south-southwest of this park. The non-productive area in this park was meshed with a grid interval of 100 m and 1221 candidate sites were identified (Figure 1). The lower detection limit was set to 0.56 μg m⁻³ [33], and the background concentration was 13.0 μg m⁻³.

Whole-year meteorological measurements at a temporal resolution of one hour were used in the study (Figure 2), considering that one year is the minimum period required to represent the meteorological fluctuations of a study area normally [34]. The annual frequencies of the sixteen wind directions ranged from 2.18% to 11.32%. The prevailing wind directions, the north-northeast, northeast, and east-northeast, had a total frequency of approximately 32.21%. The north-northwest wind frequency was the lowest, accounting for only 2.18%.

Figure 1. Distributions of sources and monitors in the industrial park. Eleven sources (S₀–S₁₀) are denoted by red dots. The locations of existing monitors (M₁ and M₂) are denoted by orange squares. The arrangements of more candidate monitors are indicated by blue dots.
Wind speeds were classified into two levels: low wind conditions (0.5–2.0 m s\(^{-1}\)) and non-low wind conditions (2.0–10.0 m s\(^{-1}\)). The mean wind speed was 3.49 m s\(^{-1}\), and the low wind frequency was 11.74%. The frequency of calm wind conditions was 2.94%. 1.0 m s\(^{-1}\) was 11.74%. The frequency of calm wind conditions was 2.94%. 1.0 m s\(^{-1}\) and 2.0 m s\(^{-1}\) were selected to represent low wind conditions and non-low wind conditions respectively, considering the similar results with wind speeds of 2.0–10.0 m s\(^{-1}\). Neutral stability accounted for approximately 50.98% of the whole-year atmospheric conditions.

2.2. Method

2.2.1. Gaussian Puff Model

Detailed concentration distributions and temporal variations of H\(_2\)S for pollution detection and source identification were given by the Gaussian puff model, referring to the guideline models for environmental risk assessment on projects [35,36]. The simulated concentration measurement C is provided as follows:

\[
C_i(x, y, z, t) = \frac{Q_i}{(2\pi)^{3/2} \sigma_x \sigma_y \sigma_z} \exp \left\{ -\frac{(x-x_i)^2}{2\sigma_x^2} - \frac{(y-y_i)^2}{2\sigma_y^2} - \frac{(z-z_i)^2}{2\sigma_z^2} \right\} \exp \left[ -\frac{(t-t_i)^2}{2T^2} \right],
\]

where \(C_i\) is the predicted concentration of the pollutant at the point \((x, y, z)\) from puff \(i\) at \((x_i, y_i, z_i)\); \(t\) is the release time; \(Q_i\) is the emission strength of the puff; \(z_i\) is the effective stack height of the puff centreline; and \(\sigma_x\), \(\sigma_y\), and \(\sigma_z\) represent the dispersion coefficients of the concentration distribution in the horizontal, crosswind, and vertical directions, respectively. The calculation of the dispersion coefficients were completed according to MEEPRC in [37].

For the forward simulation, the emission rate was set to approximately 100 kg h\(^{-1}\). Real observations of wind speed and wind direction were adopted, and atmospheric stability classifications could be ascertained through the temperature gradient wind speed method \((\Delta T/U)\) [34]. The temperature gradients could be acquired with the help of the sounding data from the Shanghai International Exchange Station (No. 58362), supported by university of Wyoming (http://weather.uwyo.edu/upperair/sounding.html, Site) [38].

2.2.2. Source Area Analysis

The source area analysis method established in our previous paper [32] was employed to perform the source identification. It provides an approach to obtain the source area by means of meteorological data and concentration measurements. First, the computation domain is meshed, and the centre of
each grid cell is treated as a point emission source. In addition, a reasonable space is provided for each remaining source parameter (such as emission rate, start time and source height). Then, optimal combinations are searched from these spaces at each point. The concentration prediction error at the monitor is evaluated for the searched combinations. A combination of source parameters is considered feasible provided the calculated concentration prediction error is less than the defined error limit. The grid point is accepted as long as a feasible combination is obtained. Finally, the source area is obtained based on the optimal $err$ values of all grid points.

In our back-calculation, the study area was meshed with a grid interval of 100 m. The upper limit of the release rate was $360 \, \text{kg h}^{-1}$ in the back-calculation, which was back-calculated based on the peak concentration throughout the whole year at monitors. The emission time was set to be no more than four hours before the detection time.

The prediction error for each combination of source parameters at each point is calculated using the following equation:

$$err = 10^{\log |C_s / C_m|}$$

(2)

where $C_s$ and $C_m$ are the simulated and measured concentrations, respectively.

The prediction error in Equation (2) represents the composite level of multiple errors (i.e., measurement error, modelling error, sampling error, source term error and others). These errors are difficult to separate in practice. Considering that the sampling and measurement errors are usually involved in the assessment of the modelling error, the prediction error limit was directly represented by the modelling error of the above dispersion model. The error limit was set to a factor of a to reflect a match between the measured and simulated concentrations in this paper [39].

### 2.2.3. The SE Indicator

The AQMN design is the process of solving an optimization problem with regard to $SE$, which is defined to indicate the averaging score of pollution detection and source identification efficiency, as shown in Equation (3):

$$SE = k_1 r_b + k_2 r_d (k_1 + k_2 = 1),$$

(3)

where the parameters $k_1$ and $k_2$ are used to weight the importance of pollution detection and source identification in the surveillance, respectively. $k_1$ was equal to $k_2$ in this paper.

Each source was considered as the real source of concern in the calculation and assumed to be a continuous emitter throughout the whole year, meanwhile other sources were considered as fake sources. Synthetic concentrations at monitors were obtained for each real source by the Gaussian puff dispersion model. A record whose concentration exceeded the upper limit was defined as a pollution episode. The envelope profiles plotted based on measurements were overlaid with the monitor arrangements to identify whether a single pollution episode was detected by given monitors. Source area for single pollution episode were determined by the Source area analysis method. The back-calculated source area profile was overlaid with the suspected source arrangements to identify whether each suspected source was covered by given source area.

The efficiency of pollution detection ($r_d$) is defined to indicate the average of the annual accumulative probability of detecting violations where the record’s concentrations are over the air quality ambient standards for each real source emission, as shown in Equation (4):

$$r_d = \sum_{e=1}^{E} \omega_e \sum_{i=1}^{l} r_{d,e,i}$$

(4)

$$r_{d,e,i} = \sum_{m=1}^{M} P_m T_{m,e,i}$$

(5)

where $r_{d,e,i}$ represents the annual accumulative probability of detecting violations from real emission source $e$ for a single monitor $i$; $\omega_e$ represents the weight of each real source; $P_m$ represents the frequency
of meteorological scenario \( m \); \( T_{m,e,i} \) stands for a probability of the violation from real emission source \( e \) is captured by monitor \( i \) under meteorological scenario \( m \) (\( T_{m,e,i} = 1 \) means the violation is captured and \( T_{m,e,i} = 0 \) otherwise); \( M \) is the total number of meteorological scenarios; and \( E \) and \( I \) are the total numbers of emission sources and monitors, respectively.

The efficiency of source identification \( (r_b) \) is the average of the annual accumulative probability of the number performance of suspected sources in the back-calculated source area for each real source emission in the industrial park. This is formulated as Equation (6).

\[
r_b = \frac{\sum_{e=1}^{E} \omega_e r_{b,e}}{E, (6)}
\]

\[
r_{b,e} = \sum_{m=1}^{M} P_m V_{m,e}, (7)
\]

\[
V_{m,e} = \frac{1}{\sum_{s=1}^{S} N_{m,e,s}}, (8)
\]

where \( r_{b,e} \) is the efficiency of source identification when the real emission source is \( e \); \( \omega_e \) represents the weight of each real source; \( P_m \) is the frequency of meteorological scenario \( m \); \( V_{m,e} \) represent the number performance of suspected sources covered by the back-calculated source area under meteorological scenario \( m \) when the real emission source is \( e \). \( N_{m,e,s} \) is used to make a judgement as to whether fake source \( s \) is located in the source area under meteorological scenario \( m \) when the real emission source is \( e \), such that \( N_{m,e,s} = 1 \) if the violation is captured and fake source \( s \) is located in the source area, and \( N_{m,e,s} = 0 \) otherwise; \( M \) is the total number of meteorological scenarios; and \( S \) is the total number of suspected sources in the industrial park. Only a single source was considered as the real source for each simulation, and the other sources were considered as fake sources.

2.2.4. Optimal Design of the AQMN

In this work, a design model for AQMN optimization was constructed based on the indicator \( SE \). It consists of three sub-modules considering different characteristics of existing and added monitors in actual application scenarios.

**Scenario I**: Existing sites are fixed and more sites with a known number are added based on the performance of existing sites;

**Scenario II**: Existing sites are fixed and more sites with an unknown number are added based on the performance of existing sites;

**Scenario III**: Existing sites are allowed to be relocated and more sites with an unknown number are added.

The flowchart of the optimization process is shown in Figure 3. It can be broken down into the following steps:

**Step 1.** The industrial park is divided into \( M \) grids and the centroid of each grid cell is considered as a potential monitoring site;

**Step 2.** Concentration results obtained by Gaussian puff dispersion and source area results back-calculated by source area analysis are allocated to corresponding grid cells for each meteorological condition when each source is considered as the real emission source;

**Step 3.** The \( SE \) scores of integrated existing sites are evaluated. If existing AQMN with the \( N \) sites are fixed (Scenario I and Scenario II), continue the next step; while if existing \( N \) sites are allowed to be relocated (Scenario III), site combinations with the same number are generated from \( M \) candidate sites and evaluated. Then sorted based on their \( SE \) scores, and the combination with highest score is considered as the optimal redistribution scheme;
Step 4. The selected existing or redistributed combination with N sites is further combined with each of the remaining candidate points. The new combinations with N + 1 are generated and evaluated, then sorted again based on their scores, and the N + 1 combination with highest score is considered as the optimal selection when one added monitor is available;

Step 5. The optimal N + 1 selection is further combined with each of the remaining candidate points. The new combinations with N + 2 sites are generated and evaluated, then these combinations are sorted again based on their scores, and the N + 2 combination with highest score is considered as the optimal selection when two added monitors are available;

Step 6. This process is continued until the number of selected sites is adequate (for Scenario I) or the surveillance efficiency begin to converge (for Scenario II and Scenario III).

3. Results

3.1. Evaluation of Existing Monitors

The score performance of the two existing monitors is illustrated in Table 1. The SE score of integrated M1 and M2 was 0.109 as shown in Table 1, where rd and rb were 0.146 and 0.072 respectively. This was still insufficient for this developing industrial park. Tm,e,i and Ve,m performances of integrated M1 and M2 for different source emissions under different meteorological conditions were presented in Figures A1 and A2 (Appendix A) respectively. Noted that the sum of the individual rd scores of the two existing monitors was slightly higher than the integrated score of them, while the rb scores of them were equal. This is because the two monitors may be covered simultaneously by the envelope for a single pollution episode under the low wind condition, while the source area back-calculated based on integrated measurements always covered the eleven sources as well as that based on the individual
measurements. More discussion about variations of dispersion envelops and back-calculated source area characteristics with meteorological conditions have been provided by Huang et al. [21].

Table 1. Score performance of two existing monitors and optimal AQMN (air quality monitoring network) with two monitors.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Monitors</th>
<th>$r_d$</th>
<th>$r_b$</th>
<th>SE</th>
<th>$\text{SE}/SE_{\text{max}}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$M_1$</td>
<td>0.077</td>
<td>0.036</td>
<td>0.057</td>
<td>6.54%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$M_2$</td>
<td>0.071</td>
<td>0.036</td>
<td>0.053</td>
<td>6.09%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$M_1$ and $M_2$</td>
<td>0.146</td>
<td>0.072</td>
<td>0.109</td>
<td>12.51%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optimal AQMN with two monitors</td>
<td>0.173</td>
<td>0.099</td>
<td>0.136</td>
<td>15.61%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Further, the individual and integrated performances of $M_1$ and $M_2$ for different real emission sources are presented in Figure 4. There were nearly significant differences in $SE$ between $M_1$ and $M_2$ (Table 1), while there were obviously significant differences for different real emission sources. For example, the $SE$ of $M_1$ located at the west-southwest of this park is 0.100 when $S_1$ is considered as the real source, which is the highest score among these sources. $M_2$ located at the south—southwest only presents an $SE$ score of 0.032 in the same situation. However, the $SE$ of $M_2$ is 0.105 when $S_{10}$ is considered as the real source, while the $SE$ of $M_1$ is 0.038.

Figure 4. The individual and integrated performances of $M_1$ and $M_2$ for different real emission sources. (a): $M_1$; (b): $M_2$; (c): $M_1$ and $M_2$. 
The SE score for S0 located in the centre of this park was about 0.147 in the integrated performance of M1 and M2. This is the highest score among the eleven sources because the \( r_b \) score for S0 was higher than those for the other sources. However, the SE scores for S2, S6, and S7 were obviously lower than those for other sources. In particular, the SE score of the integrated performance for S2 located in the north of this park was only 0.059, which was the lowest score. This is because its \( r_d \) was only 0.026, obviously lower than those of other sources.

### 3.2. Optimal Schemes of AQMN for Different Scenarios

In this section, the design was implemented to obtain the optimal schemes for three application scenarios. In Scenario I, the number of added monitors was known and two existing monitors (M1 and M2) were fixed, while the number of added monitors was unknown in Scenario II. Further two existing monitors were considered to do the redistribution in Scenario III.

#### 3.2.1. Scenario I

Two existing monitors were fixed and the numbers of added monitors were 2, 6, 14, and 30. The optimal schemes with the different numbers of monitors are illustrated in Figure 5. The results showed that the optimal distribution of the AQMN was arranged almost at the boundary of this park when the number of added monitors is limited. Locations downwind of wind directions with high frequencies were still preferred because effective pollution detection may then be ensured, which is also the premise of effective back-calculation.

![Figure 5](image-url)

**Figure 5.** The spatial distributions of the optimal air quality monitoring networks (AQMNs) with different known numbers of monitors. Orange squares indicate two existing monitors, and black triangles indicate added monitors in the optimal scheme. The numbers of monitors are (a) 4, (b) 8, (c) 16, and (d) 32.
The score performances of optimal AQMNs with 4, 8, 16, 32 monitors are shown in Table 2, which were 26.06%, 45.47%, 67.74%, and 86.11% of the highest SE respectively. The SE scores for each emission source under an optimal distribution of monitors with different known number are presented in Figure 6. The results showed that SE score for each real emission source was improved with an increasing number of added monitors. In particular, the SE score for S₂ increased greatly with the number of monitors. For the optimal AQMN with 4 monitors, the SE for S₁ reached the highest score of 0.332, and those for the other ten sources were near 0.2. The SE scores for S₄, S₈, and S₂ reached the highest scores for the optimal AQMNs with 8, 16, and 32 monitors, respectively.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of Monitors</th>
<th>r_d</th>
<th>r_b</th>
<th>SE</th>
<th>SE/SE_max</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.296</td>
<td>0.158</td>
<td>0.227</td>
<td>26.06%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.492</td>
<td>0.299</td>
<td>0.396</td>
<td>45.47%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>0.688</td>
<td>0.491</td>
<td>0.590</td>
<td>67.74%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>0.865</td>
<td>0.638</td>
<td>0.750</td>
<td>86.11%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>64</td>
<td>0.965</td>
<td>0.744</td>
<td>0.854</td>
<td>98.05%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>110</td>
<td>0.971</td>
<td>0.771</td>
<td>0.871</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1221</td>
<td>0.971</td>
<td>0.771</td>
<td>0.871</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 6. Surveillance Efficiency (SE) scores of each emission source under optimal AQMNs with different known numbers.

3.2.2. Scenario II

The best performances of the AQMN based on two existing monitors with an increasing number of added monitors are shown as the red line in Figure 7. The results showed that the SE was progressively enhanced with an increasing number of added monitors and reached the highest score of 0.871 when the number of monitors was about 110. Noted that the SE reached about 0.854 when the number of monitors was 64 after stepped growth. The increment was less than 0.001 after the 46th iteration, so the SE was not improved obviously. In comparison, the scheme with 64 monitors can achieve 98.05% of the optimal efficiency with nearly half the number of monitors relative to the optimal scheme (Table 2). Thus, the suggested number of monitors was considered to be 64 when M₁ and M₂ were fixed in this parks.
Figure 7. Optimal SE scores for AQMNs with different numbers of monitors. The red line represents the result of Scenario II; the blue line represents the result of Scenario III.

Figure 8 shows the distribution of the optimal AQMN with 64 monitors. Noted that some potential sites near sources inside this park were selected when sufficiently many monitors were provided. The corresponding score performance is presented in Figure 9a. The SE score for each real source was not lower than 0.797 for this optimal AQMN with 64 monitors. Meanwhile, the rd score for each source was not lower than 0.952, close to 1, and the rb score for each source was not lower than 0.640. It means that less than one fake source on average disturbed the back-calculation in this case, which is considered as the results given by precise source identification for this AQMN. In addition, the performance of the optimal scheme with 110 monitors (presented in Figure 9b) was basically similar to that with 64 monitors, so the additional 46 monitors were considered to be inefficient or redundant. Thus, this optimal scheme for the AQMN with 64 monitors was considered as a preferable scheme with low cost.

Figure 8. The spatial distribution of the optimal AQMN with 64 monitors. Orange squares indicate two existing monitors, and black triangles indicate added monitors in the optimal scheme.
3.2.3. Scenario III

In Scenario III, M₁ and M₂ were not considered as fixed sites but as sites which were also needed to be redistributed. As shown in Figure 7, the SE scores in Scenario III were slightly higher than those in Scenario II when the number of monitors was limited, while the differences between them tended to be smaller with an increasing number of given monitors (Figure 7). We note that the increment of SE variation began to be less than 0.001 when the number of monitors is 62 after a stepped growth. Similarly, the suggested number of AQMN was 62 when two existing monitors were redistributed. The SE also reached the same highest score when the number of monitors was 110 in Scenario III. Comparisons between the performance of two existing monitors and the redistributed AQMN with two monitors in Scenario III indicate that a higher SE score can be obtained when two existing monitors are redistributed (Table 1).

The spatial distribution of the redistributed AQMN with two monitors and the optimal AQMN with 62 monitors in Scenario III are provided in Figure 10, and the corresponding score performances are presented in Figure 11. According to the redistributed scheme, the two existing monitors were relocated to the west and southwest of this park for the highest SE performance (as shown in Figure 10(a)). In addition, a comparison between Figures 4c and 11a shows that the performances for S₂, S₆, and S₇ were improved obviously when the two monitors were redistributed. Figure 11b shows that the performance of the optimal AQMN with 62 monitors for Scenario III reached about 98% of the highest SE as well as that for Scenario II.
were almost the same as the characteristics of wind direction probability. The performances of both were preferrentially added in downwind of wind directions with higher frequencies, so calm wind conditions (with a probability of about 2.94%) were not considered in our calculation. In

**3.3. Discussion**

The design objective in this article was the average of \( r_d \) and \( r_b \), so the variations characteristics of the design objective were different from those in our previous study. In our previous study, monitors were preferentially added in downwind of wind directions with higher frequencies, so \( r_d \) variations were almost the same as the characteristics of wind direction probability. The performances of both \( r_d \) and \( r_b \) were considered here in the placement of monitors. When the number of monitors was 16, \( r_d \) and \( r_b \) were 0.688 and 0.491, respectively. Such back-calculation efficiency is relatively desirable. \( r_d \) reached the highest score until the number of monitors was 64, owing to the consideration of \( r_b \).

Theoretically, the highest \( SE \) score is 1 if the deployed monitors are dense enough, while the highest \( SE \) score was 0.871 in our optimization (Figure 6). That is because pollution episodes under calm wind conditions (with a probability of about 2.94%) were not considered in our calculation. In

**Figure 10.** The spatial distribution of the optimal AQMN in Scenario III. Black triangles indicate added monitors in the optimal scheme. The numbers of monitors are (a) 2 and (b) 62.

**Figure 11.** \( SE \) scores of the optimal AQMNs for different real sources in Scenario III. The numbers of monitors are (a) 2 and (b) 62.
addition, the $r_b$ for a single pollution episode had difficulty reaching 1 under some extremely low-wind conditions even when the number of monitors was 1221.

As shown in Table 2, $r_b$ increased more slowly than $r_d$ with the number of monitors because the influence factors of them were not exactly the same. The main influence factor of $r_d$ is the frequencies of wind directions. It depends mainly on whether there are available monitors downwind of the corresponding wind direction that may capture the pollution episode, while the number of fake sources was also considered simultaneously in the calculation of $r_b$. Although both the efficiency of pollution detection and source identification increased with the number of monitors, $r_d$ was 1 for a single pollution episode once the episode was captured by one monitor, while the necessary number of monitors for extremely precise source identification (only a real source was covered by the back-calculated source area) is always difficult to reach.

Only constant emission rate for a whole year was considered for all eleven sources. Emission rate is a key factor for the concerned design objective, which have significant influence on the efficiency of pollution detection and source identification. Because both horizontal and vertical extensions of the envelope increase with the pre-set intensity, then more monitors may be covered by the envelope. However, emission inventories of H$_2$S in the park is not available because abnormal emission episodes caused by such an odor pollutant are irregular and with high uncertainty. The influence of emission rate on resulting optimized network would be further analyzed in the future. In addition, according to available information about this park, it is hard to determine the weights of eleven sources. Thus only the equal weight was given in our design. More about sensitivity of spatial variation about eleven sources on optimal scheme would be further considered when more information about potential enterprises in this park is available.

4. Conclusions

A dense AQMN for H$_2$S in a chemical industrial park was designed in this paper. SE consisting of $r_d$ and $r_b$ was considered as the design objective. The influences of long-term meteorological conditions and each emission source were considered. An evaluation of two existing monitors and optimal design schemes for three application scenarios were presented.

Two existing monitors were suggested to be relocated to the west and southwest of this park for highest SE (Figure 10a). The SE performances of optimal AQMNs with 4, 8, 16, 32 monitors were 26.06%, 45.47%, 67.74%, and 86.11% of the highest SE (0.871) respectively. The SE score of optimized AQMN increased quickly with the monitor number, and then the growth trend started to flatten when the number reached 64 for Scenario II and 62 for Scenario III. The highest SE was 0.871, which occurred when the number reached 110. Optimal scheme of an AQMN with 64 monitors was suggested when two existing monitors were fixed (Figure 8), and an optimal scheme of an AQMN with 62 monitors was preferred when two existing monitors were redistributed (Figure 10b), because they can achieve about 98% of the highest SE with only half the number of monitors of that with the highest SE.

Overall, the redistributed and optimal results demonstrated the proposed method is an effective tool in different application scenarios for designing AQMN with optimal surveillance efficiency. It is also suitable for other industrial parks. Future work is needed to design optimal AQMN considering multi-pollutants emissions and multi-sources reconstruction.
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Appendix A

This section presented the performances of $T_{m,e,i}$ (Equation (5)) and $V_{e,m}$ (Equation (8)) of integrated $M_1$ and $M_2$ for different source emissions under different meteorological conditions.

![Figure A1](image1)

**Figure A1.** $T_{m,e,i}$ of integrated $M_1$ and $M_2$ for different source emissions under different meteorological conditions.

![Figure A2](image2)

**Figure A2.** $V_{e,m}$ of integrated $M_1$ and $M_2$ for different source emissions under different meteorological conditions.
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